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MUSE: Visual Analysis of Musical
Semantic Sequence

Baofeng Chang, Guodao Sun, Tong Li, Houchao Huang, and Ronghua Liang

Abstract— Visualization has the capacity of converting auditory perceptions of music into visual perceptions, which consequently
opens the door to music visualization (e.g., exploring group style transitions and analyzing performance details). Current research
either focuses on low-level analysis without constructing and comparing music group characteristics, or concentrates on high-level
group analysis without analyzing and exploring detailed information. To fill this gap, integrating the high-level group analysis and
low-level details exploration of music, we design a musical semantic sequence visualization analytics prototype system (MUSE) that
mainly combines a distribution view and a semantic detail view, assisting analysts in obtaining the group characteristics and detailed
interpretation. In the MUSE, we decompose the music into note sequences for modeling and abstracting music into three progressively
fine-grained pieces of information (i.e., genres, instruments and notes). The distribution view integrates a new density contour, which
considers sequence distance and semantic similarity, and helps analysts quickly identify the distribution features of the music group.
The semantic detail view displays the music note sequences and combines the window moving to avoid visual clutter while ensuring the
presentation of complete semantic details. To prove the usefulness and effectiveness of MUSE, we perform two case studies based on
real-world music MIDI data. In addition, we conduct a quantitative user study and an expert evaluation.

Index Terms—Musical semantic sequence, semantic analysis, temporal sequence, feature extraction

✦

1 INTRODUCTION

T EMPORAL sequences are omnipresent in many scenarios
(e.g., temporal event data, time-series mobility data,

and musical note sequence). Generally, temporal sequence
data contains rich information such as changeable struc-
tures and semantic information [8], [13]. For example, in
a musical sequence, a piece of music can be abstracted
into one single sequence or multiple parallel sequences
with multi-dimension information for each element (e.g.,
music genre, pitch value, and instrument type) [4], [27].
These domain-specific contexts not only provide abundant
semantic information for temporal sequence data, but also
bring challenges to data exploration and analysis.

Many applications focus on assisting people in visualiz-
ing and understanding dynamic changes in sequence data
with contextual information. For example, a music novice
can identify a comprehensive understanding of music fields
from a complete picture of multi-field music sequences.
In terms of music experts, they can compare their musi-
cal works in a music database to absorb the similarities,
differences, and new musical ideas [9], [14]. Furthermore,
because most sequence datasets have similar primary forms
(i.e., temporal data with numerical/categorical attributes),
evaluating sequence characteristics and developing appro-
priate tools in a single subject could help other fields.

In this study, we use music sequences as experimen-
tal data for semantic exploration and analysis. However,
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understanding music sequence data is hampered by two
main challenges: (1) quantitative model and measurement
of music sequence data and (2) interactive visualization
of the measured results. Current studies have researched
quantitative analysis of music sequence data [40], [42]. These
methods generally ignore order uncertainty of musical notes
or cannot fully incorporate other attributes such as instru-
ments or genre in musical representation. Hence, how to
produce a rational and complete quantification result of mu-
sical sequence data is the first challenge in musical sequence
analysis. Secondly, a music sequence can be regarded as
a temporal event with numerical/categorical information.
Existing studies either display an overall distribution of the
whole sequence data neglecting the detailed comparison, or
present a series of sequences ignoring the overall context
information. Consequently, how to combine overview and
detailed exploration based on music sequences is another
challenge in analyzing music sequences.

This study presents a visual analysis prototype sys-
tem (MUSE) to facilitate the exploration and analysis of
multidimensional music semantic sequence data. We in-
corporate a machine learning model (ML) and a heuristic
method for transmitting the characteristics and relations of
musical sequences. Each music sequence is equipped with
a dense vector representation based on its computational
text representation. However, the black box feature of ML
models may hinder the exploration and analysis of music
sequences. Thus, rationally displaying the complete seman-
tic details and statistical information of music sequences is
needed in this work. To help users dig out insights into
the overall characteristics and semantic change patterns of
the sequence data, MUSE projects sequence vectors into
a 2D space called “distribution view” emphasizing music
genre and instruments. The distribution view equips with a
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density contour and a pathfinding component. The density
contour considers the geometry position of points and their
similarities to display the distribution of musical sequences,
and the pathfinding component can help users discover
the transition patterns among specific musical sequences or
groups. To help users understand and distinguish musical
sequence patterns, MUSE presents these sequences in a
sequential chart called “semantic detail view”, displaying
the semantic details such as notes’ and chords’ semantic in-
formation (e.g., pitch, instrument, and duration) of musical
sequences. The semantic detail view presents the complete
semantic information of music sequences considering the
elimination of visual clutter, which helps users compare and
explain sequences at the micro-level. Additional assistant
views in the MUSE include a genre tendency view, a se-
quence connection graph, and a parallel coordinate plot to
help users drill down to the exploration of music sequences
and their corresponding genres. The main contributions of
our work are summarized as follows:

• We present a visualization workflow for interactive
analysis of multi-dimensional sequence data incorpo-
rating the ML model and heuristic idea.

• We design MUSE, a visual analysis system that can
assist analysts in investigating the complex distribution
of the musical sequence data.

• We offer profound insights into music by employing
MUSE to explore large-scale music data covering mul-
tiple musical semantics.

2 RELATED WORK

In recent years, researchers have employed visual tech-
niques in music domain to mine musical insights such as
genre evolution, note features, and emotion analysis. Many
works transfer music data to sequence data for mining the
music insights based on sequence analysis methods [2],
[6]. Visualization systems are also proposed to help users
analyze music semantic information [16], [46]. To investigate
and summarize the research status related to our work, we
conduct a literature review on sequence analysis, sequence
visualization, and music visualization.

2.1 Sequence Analysis
Sequential analysis receives considerable attention in data
mining, medical research, and visualization, etc. Unraveling
meaningful and significant time structures from large-scale
sequence data is a fundamental problem [57]. Liu et al.
proposed temporal skeletonization to proactively reduce
the effort of sequence representation [29], and they further
improved it to reduce the cardinality of representation [30].
In medical research, capturing the similarity between nu-
cleotides (DNA/RNA) or amino acids (protein) and combin-
ing with multiple sequence alignments are vital to achieve
visual alignment of gene sequences [53].

Similarly, the essence of musical melody is a series
of notes that form a multi-variate sequence. Many works
research music sequences in a similar manner. For example,
Needleman et al. proposed an algorithm that finds an op-
timal alignment between two sequences [38]. Mongeau et
al. applied alignment algorithms to the musical sequence
data; they used an extended version of the Needleman-
Wunsch algorithm and considered both pitch and time [37].

Gasser et al. proposed Needleman-Wunsch Time Warp-
ing (NWTW), a pure dynamic programming method for
aligning music recordings, which contain structural differ-
ences [15]. This method optimizes the faults of traditional
alignment methods such as the dynamic time warping and
Needleman–Wunsch algorithm. The Hidden Markov model
is another popular method for sequence analysis. Chai et
al. clarified folk music from different countries based on
monophonic melodies using the Hidden Markov models [3].
Kness et al. summarized and evaluated the multiple sim-
ilarities of music context to help people select a rational
similarity in different scenes [23].

The study of sequence alignment and difference is the
basis for analyzing the similarity of the musical melody.
Typical recent works concentrate on the visual exploration
of melodic similarity [9], [50], [51]. De Prisco et al. visual-
ized and evaluated the plagiarism of musical works; they
calculated similarity through pitch difference and designed
three visualization forms to display the characteristics, sim-
ilarity intervals, and plagiarism of music works. This study
helps users understand the complex melodic similarity and
plagiarism among songs effectively [9]. Walshaw et al. pro-
posed the TuneGraph, which generates the abc notation cor-
pus similarity graph based on the similarity measurement
of melodies [50]. A subsequent study aims to explore the
relationships at a global (corpus-based) level [51]. At first,
this work uses multi-level recursive subsequence alignment
to calculate the similarity, and a complete weighted graph
is generated based on the dataset. Then, a corpus graph
is implemented by matching thresholds. Subsequently, the
authors proposed an optimization algorithm for the corpus
graph to improve the global visualization effect.

2.2 Sequence Visualization

Sequence visualization is an effective method for analyzing
multi-variate sequences. Plaisant et al. proposed the Life-
Lines to visualize personal timeline event sequences [41].
The LifeLines displays an event sequence completely as
an overview, and users can focus on their interested event
details. However, the LifeLines lacks a comparison function
among multiple event sequences. Gotz et al. proposed the
DecisionFlow to visualize high-dimensional temporal event
sequences [17]. In the DecisionFlow, a rectangular flowchart
is implemented to display temporal events and a scatter plot
is used to show comparison results. Baur et al. combined
listening records and life event stream data (photos and
calendar events) to produce a temporal data. Based on the
produced temporal data, they used a vertical scatter plot to
display listening stories [10].

Zhang et al. designed IDMVis and examined the effects
of different alignment schemes used in visualizing event
sequences [55], [56]. Mathisen et al. presented a method
to offer better aggregation results and help users identify
insights into event sequences [34]. Khoa et al. integrated gra-
dient vector analysis flow in aligning multiple sequences to
help users dig out patterns in large-scale multiple sequence
alignment data [39]. Guo et al. proposed EventThread to
offer a visual summarization and latent stage analysis func-
tion of the large-scale and high-dimensional event sequence
data [19].
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The preceding related works analyze music sequences
from various aspects and expand research targets into the
sequence alignment, comparison, and representation with
corresponding information. However, most of the studies
only focus on analyzing limited-level sequence informa-
tion while ignoring the comparative analysis of multiple
sequences or comprehensive exploration of pattern insights.
Consequently, integrating a comparison function among
multiple sequences should be supported during displaying
detailed semantic information of music sequences.

2.3 Music Visualization
In music visualization works, verctorization of music has
received a considerable attention in music recommendation,
music similarity measurement, and music genre classifica-
tion [22], [28]. Cheng et al. proposed a method to explore
music performance sequence (MPS) information in the Ma-
trix Factorization (MF) to improve the performance of music
recommendations [5]. Inspired by the Word2Vec techniques,
a Song2Vec method is proposed to compute the similarity
between songs in the work. Yu et al. proposed a deep multi-
modal correlation learning architecture involving deep two-
pronged neural networks for the audio and textual modal-
ity (lyrics) [54]. This work is the first study which uses
deep architectures to learn the temporal correlation between
audio and lyrics. A pre-trained Doc2vec model followed
by fully connected layers is used to generate vectors of
songs’ lyrics. However, the works mentioned above only
focus on exploring and analyzing in a local scope while
ignoring the promotion of music vectorization to a global
level liking the works of Lopez et al. [31] and Valle et
al. [48]. We utilize the Doc2Vec [25] to generate vectors of
music sequences and perform dimension reduction with the
t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE) [33] to
produce distribution results of music sequences. We further
combine music genre and instrument information in the
distribution results to support exploration and analysis of
global distribution patterns.

Researchers have studied different visualization tech-
niques to represent different-level information of music in
recent years. Chan et al. proposed an innovative visual-
ization solution to demonstrate the semantic structure in
classical music works, including macro-level layer relations,
micro-level theme variations, and macro-micro interactions
in the layers and themes [4]. However, this study only
focuses on displaying the aesthetics of music works while
lacking a view to provide other related information. Lima
et al. proposed a visualization system, named SongVis,
to represent musical semantic descriptors. The system es-
tablishes a prototype view by extracting the abstract fea-
tures of music, and it apply the familiar emoji as a visual
metaphor to display the relevant information of songs [27].
The SongVis aims to bridge the semantic gap between
features and visual depictions. However, SongVis only fo-
cuses on features while ignoring the visualization of musical
melody. Cantareira et al. introduced a visualization frame-
work called MoshViz, and used the note as the base unit
for the calculation and the rectangle as the fundamental
element of visualization. [2]. Three formulas for calculating
rectangle height, rectangle color and transparency are used
to quantify the pitch range, the degree of instability of the

music, and the number of notes, respectively. Visualization
is used in other aspects of the music domain, too. Jänicke
et al. proposed a profiling visual analysis system to help
users analyze musicians of interests [21]. A rich framework
is constructed to reveal the degree of clutter, complexity,
similarity, and interval change of musical works.

The preceding work either analyzes the hierarchical
structure from the macro perspective, or abstracts the mu-
sical features from the micro perspective. There is no sys-
tematic combination of the aspects mentioned above is
available to provide users with a better approach to musical
exploration. In this study, we aim to integrate macro and
micro perspectives to present the music genre, instrument,
and notes with various pitches, as well as to provide users
with a comprehensive analysis of musical sequences.

3 REQUIREMENT ANALYSIS & SYSTEM OVERVIEW

3.1 Requirement Analysis
To strengthen the practicability and generality of this work,
we conduct an adequate literature review and discussion
with domain experts. Music experts, music amateurs, music
novices, and visual analysis experts are invited to propose
any requirements, questions, and suggestions about ana-
lyzing, comprehending, and visualizing semantic music se-
quences. Some experts were interviewed by us face to face,
while others were online. After interviews and discussions,
we summarized four main requirements (R1-R4) introduced
as follows for guiding our study.
R1 Representation of sequence characteristic. How to ex-

tract and depict the characteristics of musical sequences
in a comparable space? Two aspects can hinder the
analysis of the raw musical sequence. First, information
on the raw musical sequences is very abstract, mutable,
and contextual, thereby causing challenges during rep-
resenting musical sequences in a numerical form. Sec-
ondly, the analysis of raw musical sequences requires
substantial background knowledge and experience. In
addition, the extracted functions should contain the
semantic information as much as possible while main-
taining the sequence comparison, which may facilitate
further analysis. Therefore, the proper extraction and
representation of sequences are vital for the visual
analysis of musical sequences.

R2 Visualization of semantic detail. How to present the
semantic details of musical sequences to help users get
the information efficiently? Although the extraction of
sequence features simplifies analysis progress, analysts
may question the visualization results in case of the
insufficient support for raw semantic information. In
addition, the raw sequence information is generally
dynamic and hierarchical (e.g., a variety of instruments
and notes). Hence, proper visualization of sequence
semantic details is essential.

R3 Correlation of hierarchical information. How to cor-
relate the hierarchical information in the musical se-
quences? Associating and presenting hierarchical in-
formation can help analysts explore the relationships
between various attributes. For example, a musical se-
quence can contain gradually fine-grained hierarchical
information including genres, instruments, and notes.
However, displaying various hierarchies of information
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Fig. 1. The pipeline of this work includes the following steps: (a) Sequence and feature extraction based on ML model and t-SNE-based projection;
(b) Visualization design and analysis with five views including distribution view, semantic detail view, genre instrument tree, genre radar plot,
sequence node-link graph, and parallel coordinate plot.

directly and simultaneously may cause the visual clut-
ter. Hence, integrating the hierarchical information into
previous feature representations and detailed visualiza-
tions is another challenge.

R4 Elimination of potential uncertainty. How to avoid po-
tential uncertainty issues in analyzing musical semantic
information? Uncertainty issues may arise in different
stages during processing and analyzing the data. For
example, the vector-based numerical representations of
music sequences are inexplicable due to the features of
the ML model (Doc2Vec [25]). On the other hand, using
t-SNE to project high-dimensional vectors to 2D space
may lose important vectors information. In addition, in-
correct visual encodings can lead to erroneous insights
in the analysis. Consequently, integrating explainable
and heuristic methods to avoid misleading insights
caused by uncertainty and assisting users in finding out
potential uncertainty issues expediently and quickly
could not be neglected in our work.

3.2 Pipeline
In response to the requirement analysis, we propose a
pipeline of this work. The pipeline includes (a) sequence
and feature extraction and (b) visual design and analysis.

In sequence and feature extraction (Fig. 1 (a)), to
conduct data preprocessing and sequence extraction, we first
employ a computer-aided musicology toolkit called Mu-
sic21 [7] to clean noise or repetitive data in the music midi
dataset and extract music semantic to form a sequence.
Secondly, we extract the text representation from the musical
sequences to facilitate subsequent mathematical modeling.
Thirdly, we employ a well-established model called Doc2Vec
to generate a dense distributed vector representation of each
music sequence to represent the sequence data computably.
We use text representations of music sequences to train the
Doc2Vec model and compute the vectors of music sequences
based on the text representations.

In visual design and analysis (Fig. 1 (b)), we employ
t-SNE [33] to perform dimension reduction of the musical
sequence and project the results into a 2D plane to provide
a distribution overview. The distribution view has a capabil-
ity of simultaneously presenting genres, instruments, and
relationships of music sequences in an in-place scheme. The
semantic detail view uses pixel-based bar charts to present
the semantic details of the music sequences. The additional
visualization views including genre instrument tree, genre

radar plot, sequence node-link graph, and parallel coordinate plot
are designed to help users effectively reveal hidden patterns
and detailed semantic information of musical sequences.

4 FEATURE AND SEMANTIC REPRESENTATION

4.1 Feature Extraction and Expression

4.1.1 Feature extraction
A piece of music is a sequence that contains many notes.
Each note in music sequences has its performing character-
istics such as instrument, time, group (chord). Dynamically
changeable notes and parallel instruments make it possible
for musical sequences to express complex semantic informa-
tion. Traditional methods of feature extraction, clustering,
and dimensionality reduction for such temporal sequences
are insufficient to extract the semantic information of music
sequences. On the other hand, works such as MuseGAN [11]
and MuseNet [45] have proven that ML models perform
well in feature extraction and application in the music field.
Therefore, we employ ML models to generate the feature
vectors of musical sequences in the feature extraction stage.

Before extracting the music features, we constructed the
semantic sequence and produced the text representation
of each music. Music21 can extract performance elements
from each music (MIDI files) to generate a music sequence
with semantic information [32]. The elements (i.e., notes and
chords) in a musical semantic sequence are sorted into a
sequential data according to the order rule: (1) start time,
(2) instrument type, and (3) pitch value.

After extracting musical semantic sequence, we combine
corresponding semantic information to form a word to
represent the sequence’s element (note or chord). Next, we
apply these words to produce the text representations of
musical semantic sequences. Each note and chord have its
semantic information such as instrument name, pitch value,
and type. Fig. 2 (a) shows an example to generate words
of a note and a chord. For each note, we construct three
kinds of words including “pitch-type, diff-type, instrument-
pitch-type” as its text representations. The “diff” is the pitch
difference value from the previous element to the current
element, which represents the melodic features. For the
chord, the “pitch” will be “pitch-pitch-pitch” to represent
all notes’ pitch in this chord, which is used in the “diff” of
the chord’s word, too. During calculating the “diff”, if the
previous element is a chord, the pitch value of this “previous
element” is the pitch of the root note, which can be extracted
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Fig. 2. (a) Four type words are constructed to represent note and
chord semantic information. (b) Comparison of PCA, MDS, and t-SNE in
dimensionality reduction of sequence vectors. (c) Generation of density
contour considering sequence distance and semantic similarity.

by the “chord.root()” function in Music21 library. In the
end, we apply these generated words to construct the text
representations of music sequences.

Inspired by the idea proposed by Galex [26], which
extracts article features based on the article summarization
data by using Doc2Vec to generate the feature vectors for
articles, we apply Doc2Vec to compute the music vector
representations by using music text representation. At first,
we use text representations of the music sequences to train
the Doc2Vec model. Then, we compute the corresponding
feature vector based on the text representation of each
music sequence. As a result, each music MIDI file is ex-
tracted as a musical semantic sequence, and each musical
semantic sequence equips a corresponding 128-dimension
feature vector by constructing the text representation and
employing the Doc2Vec model.

4.1.2 Feature expression
To visualize the distribution pattern among music more
intuitively, we project the result of Doc2Vec to a 2D plane.
We have considered three alternative dimension reduction
methods includes principal component analysis (PCA) [12],
multidimensional scaling (MDS) [24], and and t-distributed
stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE) [33]. Although these
dimension reduction methods are based on different un-
derlying algorithms, we have examined multiple parameter
groups to select a proper method to produce the distribu-
tion results. The test data includes 6,632 musical sequence
vectors, and the size of each vector is 1× 128. These vectors
are equipped with 4 genre attributes which are represented
by 4 color points including yellow (classical), green (folk),
red (rock), and purple (jazz).

As shown in Fig. 2 (b), the result of t-SNE has more intu-
itive distribution patterns than the other two dimension re-
duction methods (MDS and PCA). Consequently, we select
t-SNE to project musical sequences into a distribution view
with one theoretical consideration. Compared with MDS
and PCA, t-SNE maximally preserves local neighborhoods
of each data point (high dimensional vector), which ensures
each musical sequence to have its similar neighbors based
on the feature vectors in the distribution view [49].

In the distribution view, we use points to represent the
musical sequences. To assist users in discovering distribu-
tion patterns intuitively, we map two music features (i.e.,
music genres and instruments) to the points. In addition,
to help users recognize the distribution patterns in the
distribution view, we equip the distribution view with two
visual components: a density contour component and a
pathfinding component.

The density contour is helpful for users to reveal the
overall density distribution of the numerous points. How-
ever, the traditional density contour only considers the ge-
ometric position of points and ignores the similarity. Thus,
inspired by the marching square algorithm [20] in the den-
sity contour, we propose an extended algorithm to modify
the generation of density contours based on the similarity of
musical sequence vectors. We apply the similarity to modify
the basic matrix in the original marching square algorithm.

As shown in Fig. 2 (c), the left contour is the raw result.
In the marching square algorithm matrix, each number
represents the number of musical sequences in a grid. Our
algorithm calculates and integrates the musical sequence
similarities to modify the density value of the original
matrix. When the grid similarity is larger than the threshold,
these grids tend to be similar so that the number in the
two grids would be added with a virtual value to change
the state of the matrix. After the steps mentioned above,
the modified density contour is generated to ensure that
similar sequences have the same contour line. From the
density contour shown in the right part of Fig. 2 (c), the
points indicating the same musical genre (jazz) are circled
by the contours, which may indicate the apparent similarity
of these musical sequences.

Including the density contour, we integrate a semantic
change path component into the distribution view based on
our proposed pathfinding algorithm to help users analyze
the semantic change from one pattern to another pattern.
The pathfinding algorithm, whose perplexity is O(n2), in-
tegrates the distances of music sequence projection coordi-
nates and feature vectors. This heuristic algorithm follows
four steps (S1 to S4) to find a path from the source music
sequence to the target one in the distribution view. Four
steps are introduced as follows.
S1 Divide music sequences into corresponding grids based

on their projection coordinates.
S2 Obtain music sequences in the neighbor search grids

of the source music sequence. If the neighbor search
grids have no available sequences, enlarge the scope of
neighbor search grids to search.

S3 Calculate and determine the smallest Euclidean distance
of feature vectors between the source music sequence
and each music sequence obtained in step S2.

S4 Put the music sequence (found in step S3) into the path
and make it a new source music sequence. Repeat step
S1 to step S4 until the target music sequence is in the
neighbor search grids.

To ensure each new source music sequence to be ap-
proaching the target music sequence, we set the principles
of neighbor search grids [44]. Comparing the coordinates of
the source music sequence and the target one, as shown in
Fig. 3, we summarize eight neighbor search grids schemes.
The eight schemes are “upper left, low right, upper right,
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source target neighbor search grid

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Fig. 3. Eight schemes of neighbor search grids from the source music
sequence to the target one.

low left, horizontally left, horizontally right, vertically up-
per, and vertically low” based on position status from the
source music sequence to the target one. Users can sample
the path points (sequences) if the path has too many music
sequences to analyze the semantic change. In addition, the
scheme of grids can be customized in different scenes. In
this work, we offer two grids schemes including 128 × 128
(which is selected in case 2) and 256× 256.

4.2 Semantics Representation
Users can identify the sequence distribution patterns in the
distribution view and explore hidden patterns interactively.
To support a detailed semantic comparison and analysis
of patterns, we visualize the semantic details of music
sequence in the semantic detail view (Fig. 5 (g)).

Before implementing the semantic detail view, we have
conducted six experiments (Fig. 4 (a-f)) to eliminate vi-
sual clutter while maintaining semantic information and
displaying the semantic details of music sequences. Six
experiments for displaying semantic details are respectively
raw visualization, height smoothing, instrument reordering,
pitch reordering, moving window, notes aggregation.

Raw visualization. In the raw visualization of musical
semantic details (Fig. 4 (a)), each small rectangle is mapped
as one semantic element (i.e., note or chord) in musical se-
quences with three attributes (i.e., color, width, and height).
The color encodes the instrument type information, the
width encodes the playing duration information, and the
height represents the pitch value. For the chord, we present
the pitch of the chord’s root note. Displaying all the notes
and chords is a valuable method to visualize the semantic
data of musical sequences. However, the visual clutter arises
during visualizing semantic information directly. We con-
sider that the visual clutter is due to two reasons. The first
reason is that the semantic information in musical sequences
is numerous, leading to the minimal width of rectangles.
The second reason is that the changeable semantic informa-
tion such as the instrument type and pitch value are too
inconstancy to acquire effectively. To relax the visual clutter,
we have conducted the following experiments to present all
the semantic details maximumly.

Height Smoothing. To avoid the effect of changeable
pitch semantic information, we smooth out the height of
the rectangles and map the pitch value to another aspect to
eliminate visual clutter. As shown in Fig. 4 (b), we mapped
the pitch value to the transparency of the rectangle. How-
ever, the irregular transparency brings more visual clutter
and an additional analytical burden to the users.

Instruments Reordering. To avoid the visual clutter
caused by the changeable instruments, we reorder the in-

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 4. (a–f) Six visualization attempts are considered to avoid the visual
clutter in implementing the semantic detail view.

struments in a small area and reconstruct the musical se-
quence. In this manner, the position of instruments in the
entire sequence can be maintained while the visual clutter is
reduced. As shown in Fig. 4 (c), the visual clutter is reduced
partly, but the changeable pitches still cause visual clutter,
particularly with numerous pitches.

Pitch Reordering. In order to avoid visual clutter caused
by the changeable pitches, we reorder the pitches after
rearranging the instruments. As shown in Fig. 4 (d), the
notes are represented as a regular form, which may help
users explore and compare the semantic information in a
small extent. However, when visualizing the long sequences
and fitting the entire screen, the rectangles are compressed
to estimate a line, which may confuse users. Visual clutter
may re-emerge when viewing long music sequences.

Moving Window. Inspired by the idea of “Moving Win-
dow” [18], [58], we attempt to remove the instrument with
a small proportion in the “Window”. This approach can
remove the effects from the small-proportion instruments
and make the distribution of instruments in the sequence
look aggregated. The regional gathering patterns of instru-
ments can reduce the visual clutter caused by adapting
to the screen to visualize long sequences. As shown in
Fig. 4 (e), instruments show a certain degree of aggregation.
However, the small improvement is not sufficient to support
the practical expression of long sequences.

Notes Aggregation. To further reduce the visual clutter
in visualizing the long sequences, we merge the notes to a
new element after ordering the instruments in a collation
area. The, we construct a new music sequence by the new
elements. The pitch of the new element is the average pitch
of the same merged instruments. As shown in Fig. 4 (f),
the results can maximumly avoid the visual clutter and
preserve the semantic information. MUSE provides users
with the interactions such as zooming into the semantic
detail view and customizing the collation area width. Users
can analyze overall characteristics and semantic details of
music sequences with the interactions.

In addition, we propose an algorithm to calculate the
width of the collation area to guide the user’s customization.
To avoid visual clutter while displaying multiple sequences,
we assume that the collation area width is proportional
to the entropy values of the pitch sequence and position
difference of the same instrument, number of instruments,
and number of sequences. The considerations are as follows:

• If the entropy of pitches in a sequence is larger, the
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rectangle height tends to vary more chaotically. As a
result, the visual clutter is more likely to occur.

• If the entropy of the index difference sequence based
on the instrument position is more significant, the in-
strument distributes more irregularly in the musical
sequence. The color of the rectangle changes varies
more chaotically, resulting in the greater possibility to
appear visual clutter in visualizing semantic details.

• Additional musical instruments result in more colors
in the rectangle, which aggravates the visual clutter. In
addition, the number of sequences visualized is more
significant, and the visual clutter appears more likely.

Furthermore, we assume that the music with only one
instrument does not affect generating the collation area
width since the sequence with only one instrument can
be presented without visual clutter issue in the semantic
detail view. However, a simple proportional relationship is
vulnerable to extreme values. Therefore, we introduce the
logarithmic function to eliminate the influence of extreme
values. The following formulas are proposed to calculate
the collation area width:

W = m+R(

m∑
i=1

Wi) (1)

where W is the collation area width suggested to users, m is
the number of musical sequences with multiple instruments,
R is a function to return a number rounded to a given value,
and Wi is the collation area width contribution value of
music sequence i. The Wi is computed as follows:

Wi = log n ∗ [E(Seqpitch) +

n∑
j=1

E(Seqjdiff )/n] (2)

where n is the number of instruments in music sequence i,
Seqpitch is the pitches collected from each element of mu-
sical sequence i, and Seqjdiff is the sequence of instrument
j index difference in the musical sequence i. E is a entropy
function of sequences, and it is described as follows:

E(X) = −
∑
x∈X

p(x) log p(x) (3)

where X represents the sequence, and p(x) is the appear-
ance probability of element x in the sequence X .

5 VISUAL DESIGN

5.1 Design Goals
According to the requirement analysis (Section 3.1), we have
discussed design goals before implementing the visualiza-
tion. The specific design goals are as follows:
G1 Overview of the sequence distribution. The visual-

ization should project music feature vectors into a
2D plane space as a distribution overview of music
sequences. In this projection space, users can examine
distribution patterns of music sequences and obtain
guidance for further analysis (R1 & R3).

G2 Representation of the semantic information. The vi-
sualization should present the semantic details and
encode hierarchical information such as genre, instru-
ment, and note to support effective exploration and
comparison of semantic details (R2, R3 & R4).

G3 Comparison of multi-variate sequences. The visualiza-
tion should support users in comparing the semantic
information of multivariate sequences, which is helpful
for the exploration of hidden semantic change, genre,
instruments patterns, etc. In patterns analysis, users
should be allowed to explore hierarchical information
efficiently and validate whether the potential uncer-
tainty issue is avoided or not (R3 & R4).

G4 Exploration of semantic changes. The visualization
should allow users to mine the semantic changes, which
is helpful for the exploration and analysis of distribu-
tion patterns in the projection space (R1, R3 & R4).

G5 Support Interactions. The visualization should equip
with effective interaction techniques to help users ac-
cess to data insights expediently. The reason is that
integrating appropriate multi-view linked interaction
techniques is essential in characteristic mining, pattern
analysis, and semantic comparison (R1 to R4).

5.2 System Interface
To comprehensively analyze semantic information of music
sequences, we design an interactive visual analysis proto-
type system (MUSE) that follows a series of guidelines of de-
sign goals. The MUSE integrates a scatter plot (distribution
view) to present music sequences, a multiple bar chart
(semantic detail view) to display semantic details of music
sequences, a node tree (genre instrument tree) to show the
connection between genres and instruments, a radar plot
(genre radar plot) to introduce genre similarity of each
music sequence, a node-link graph (sequence node-link
graph) to offer statistic information of music sequences, and
a parallel coordinate plot to help users access to semantic
distribution patterns in different semantic dimensions.

5.2.1 Distribution view
To help users explore distribution patterns of music se-
quences, we present a distribution view (G1). In the feature
extraction step, each music sequence is equipped with a
feature vector. Then, we employ t-SNE to project feature
vectors into a 2D plane to produce the distribution results of
music sequences in the distribution view (Fig. 5 (c)). In this
view, each point represents a musical sequence. We encode
the point color as two kinds of semantic information includ-
ing genres or most proportion instruments (G2), providing
a multi-dimension comparison function. As shown in Fig. 5
(c), the points have four fill colors, which are encoded as the
music genres. The yellow points are classical sequences, the
green points are folk sequences, the purple points are jazz
sequences, and the red points are rock sequences.

To help users discover the hidden patterns of musical
sequences, we integrate two components in the distribution
view (G5). As shown in Fig. 5 (c), one is a density contour
considering musical sequence similarity (Section 4.1.2) to
enable similar musical sequences to be encircled by the same
contour line (G1). Another is the pathfinding algorithm
integrating coordinates in the scatter plot and similarity of
feature vector (Section 4.1.2), which can help users explore
semantic change trends between musical sequences (G4).

5.2.2 Semantic detail view
Visualizing the original details of musical sequences helps
users identify the semantic information and explain the
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(a)

(b)

(c) (d) (e)

(f)

(g)

semantic change path contour

Auto-aggregation width: 13

Fig. 5. MUSE includes a system menu (a) to support interaction, a tree plot (b) to present genre instrument connections, a scatter plot (c) to project
music sequence, a radar plot (d) to introduce genre similarity of music sequence, a node-link graph (e) to show statistic data of music sequence, a
parallel coordinate plot (f) to offer semantic distribution in different dimensions, a bar chart (g) to exhibit semantic details of music sequences.

semantic change insights of music sequences. After the
visualization experiments of semantic details (Section 4.2),
we utilize the Notes Aggregation scheme to present the
semantic details of music sequences (G2 & G3).

As shown in Fig. 5 (g), a row represents a music se-
quence respectively, which contains four parts to display the
semantic information. The first part is the music sequence
ID, which helps users explore the musical sequences in
other visualization views. The second part is a genre’s text
description to provide users with the genre information. The
third part is a pie chart component to display the proportion
of instruments in the music sequence. The last part presents
the semantic details of the music sequence. Each small
rectangle represents the semantic information, which has
three attributes including the width, height, and fill color.
The width indicates the duration, the height represents the
average pitch, and the color depicts the type of instruments.
As shown in Fig. 5 (g), the music sequence could be ag-
gregated based on the Notes Aggregation scheme (Section
4.2) with a collation width of 13, which is automatically
calculated by the Formula (1), (2), and (3).

5.2.3 Genre instrument tree
To present the connection between genres with instruments
and assist users in accessing the distribution patterns in the
distribution view, we design a genre instrument tree on the
left of the system interface (G1 & G2).

In the genre instrument tree, as shown in Fig. 6 (a), each
genre is displayed as a circle in the first column of this
tree plot. For example, the green circle represents the folk
genre while the yellow circle represents the classical genre.
Each circle in the second column indicates the instrument
information. The fill color of the circles indicates the in-
strument name. All instruments are collected and divided

into different categories of instruments (G2). Instruments in
the same category are encoded as a series of same color
class circles with different color saturation. Higher color
saturation indicates that the proportion of the instrument
is larger than other instruments in the same category. For
example, in Fig. 6 (a), two circles filled by two kinds of
red colors represent two string instruments (i.e., violin and
viola). The higher color saturation indicates that the violin
has larger proportion than the viola in music sequences.

5.2.4 Genre radar plot
To help users identify and analyze the similarity to the
music genre of each music sequence(G2), we design a radar
plot (Fig. 6 (b)). The radar plot has six axes/dimensions
including musicID, genre, folk, classical, jazz, and rock. Each
line in the radar plot represents a music sequence, and the
color of the line is encoded as the genre information. The
position in the musicID axis demonstrates the ID of the
music sequence. The position in the genre axis indicates the
genre information of the music sequence. The positions in
the folk, classical, jazz, and rock axes present the similarity
to music genres. The higher position depicts the larger
similarities to the corresponding music genres.

To access the genre similarity of each music sequence,
we calculate music genre vectors. For an example of the
folk genre vector, we collected all the feature vectors of
folk music sequences. Then we average the collected feature
vectors of folk music sequences as the folk genre vector. In
the end, we calculate the Euclidean distance from the music
sequence vector to the folk genre vector as the similarity
between the music sequence and the folk genre.

5.2.5 Sequence node-link graph
To help users compare semantic features and explore the
semantic change trends, we design a node-link graph to
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Fig. 6. The sketches include (a) a genre instrument tree to introduce the
connections between genres with instruments, (b) a radar plot to show
genre similarity of each music sequence, and (c) a node-link graph to
present statistic data of music sequence semantic.

present statistics of music sequences (G3 & G4). This graph
displays the basic information of music sequences and the
similarity information between neighbor music sequences
based on the feature vectors.

In the sequence node-link graph, as shown in Fig. 6 (c),
each music sequence is represented by a “node”, which is a
combination of one circle and three donuts. In the “node”,
the fill color of the circle represents the genre of the music
sequence. As shown in Fig. 6 (c), the combined donuts are
donut 1, donut 2, and donut 3 from inner to outer. The donut
1 displays the element number of the music sequence. The
donut 2 reveals the proportions of notes and chords in the
music sequence. In the donut 2, the light color part displays
the ratio of notes in the music sequence, while another deep
color part corresponds the ratio of chords. The donut 3
presents the ratios of instruments in the music sequence. In
the donut 3, each part indicates statistic information of one
instrument with four visual encodings including fill color,
proportion, inner radius, and outer radius. The fill color is
encoded as the instrument name. The proportion shows the
ratio of the instrument in the music sequence. The inner
radius displays the lowest pitch value performed by the
instrument in the music sequence, while the outer radius
displays the highest pitch value.

As shown in Fig. 6 (c), the similarity between two music
sequences is encoded as the “link”, which is a gray line in
this graph. The line width of the “link” indicates the sim-
ilarity value, which is the reciprocal of Euclidean distance
based on the feature vectors. Thicker line width indicates
that the similarity between two music sequences is larger.

5.2.6 Parallel coordinate plot
To help users access the semantic distribution patterns of
music sequences, we design a parallel coordinate plot to
display the semantic details simultaneously in multiple
dimensions(G2 & G3).

As shown in Fig. 5 (f), each line is encoded as a note
in the parallel coordinate plot. It has seven dimensions
including musicID, genre, instrument, note class, pitch, start
time, and type. The dimensions are divided into three levels
the sequence level, instrument level, and note level. The
sequence level contains musicID and genre dimensions. The

MusicID indicates the music sequence ID of the note, while
the genre indicates the music sequence genre. The Instru-
ment level has one dimension named instrument, which
presents the instrument name of the note. The color of
the line reveals the instrument name. The last note level
includes note class, pitch, start time, and type dimensions. The
note class dimension indicates that the note is a note or a
chord’s note. The pitch dimension presents the pitch value of
each note. The start time dimension displays the timestamp
of the note. The last type dimension introduces note’s type
information such as half, quarter, eighth, 16th, and whole.

5.3 Interaction

Following the visualization principle of “overview first, zoom
and filter, then details-on-demand” [43], we integrate many
interaction methods into MUSE (G5) to help users dig out
semantic patterns and explore hidden patterns.

As shown in Fig. 5 (a), we offer a interaction menus
in the upper left of MUSE to integrate interactions. In the
genre instrument tree, users can click each circle to enlarge
the points with interests, which helps them explore and
mine the distribution patterns. The distribution view allows
users to zoom overview, select interested points, overlay a
semantic heat map, overlay a density contour, and find a
semantic change path, etc. The genre radar plot and node-
link graph allow users to zoom the radar and highlight inter-
esting music sequences. In the parallel coordinate plot, users
are supported to brush in different dimensions to dig out
semantic distribution. In the semantic details view, MUSE
provide users with many interactions such as identifying,
expanding, aggregating, and removing semantic details.

6 CASE STUDY

We collect a dataset manually to validate the usability of
MUSE. The dataset includes 5837 music sequences con-
taining multi-level semantic information such as ID, genre,
instrument, note, chord, pitch, time, type, etc. Each music
sequence is formed by semantic elements (i.e., note and
chord). Based on this dataset, we study two different target
cases including the analysis of semantic distribution pattern
and semantic change tendency of music sequences.

6.1 Case 1: Semantic Distribution Pattern

To illustrate the usability of MUSE in analyzing semantic
sequence data and exploring the semantic distribution pat-
terns, we introduce a case study as follows.

Identifying semantic distribution pattern. As shown
in Fig. 7 (a), all music sequences are projected into a scat-
ter plot with the semantic features of the instrument and
melody (R1). Each music sequence is encoded as a point.
The green points represent the folk genre music sequences.
Similarly, other color encodings of the points are yellow-
classical, red-rock, and purple-jazz. Genre distribution pat-
terns are recognized easily after overlying a genre’s seman-
tic heat map on the scatter plot (R3). As shown in Fig. 7
(a), folk music sequences gather in a big pattern; classical
music sequences distribute into four patterns; rock music se-
quences distribute into three intuitive small patterns, while
jazz music sequences lay dispersedly in the right of Fig. 7
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Fig. 7. Different semantic features includes the semantic feature of melody and instrument (a & b), pure melodic semantic feature (c), and the
semantic feature of melodic difference (d) are used to project music sequences into 2D space (d). A genre’s semantic heat map is overlaid on the
distribution in (a, b, and d), and a semantic heat map based on the most percentage instrument is overlaid on the distribution result (b).

(a). Why do jazz music sequences distribute dispersedly
instead of gathering into one or many patterns like folk or
rock? This question arises when we analyze the distribution
pattern of jazz music sequences based on the projection
result with the semantic features of the instrument and
melody.

Exploring semantic distribution patterns. We propose
an assumption that jazz music sequences have different
instrumental semantic features. Different instrumental se-
mantic features lead the jazz music sequences to equip
different feature vectors to each other. Then the jazz music
sequences are projected dispersedly in the scatter plot based
on their feature vectors. As shown in Fig. 7 (b), a heat map
based on the most percentage instrument is overlaid on
the scatter plot. The orange part of the heat map indicates
that the largest percentage instrument of most jazz music
sequences is the piano (R3). Then, we propose a further
consideration that the jazz music sequences have differ-
ent melodic features although they have similar semantic
features of instruments. To validate this consideration, we
project music sequences into the scatter plot based on pure
melodic semantic features vectors (R4). As shown in Fig. 7
(c), the folk, rock, and classical music sequences gather into
one or many patterns, while the jazz music sequences still
distribute dispersedly, which initially verifies our consider-
ation of the melody of jazz music sequences. However, we
consider that if one jazz music sequence has synchronously
higher pitch value than another jazz music sequence, they
will have different feature vectors based on the melodic
semantic feature. To avoid this melody-level error, we cal-
culate music sequence feature vectors based on the melodic

difference. Then we project music sequences into 2D space
as Fig. 7 (d). As shown in Fig. 7 (d), folk, rock, and classical
music sequences still have gathered patterns, while jazz
music sequences distribute more dispersedly than the other
genre music sequences.

Explaining semantic distribution patterns. After the
above exploration, we consider that jazz music sequences
have a variety of melodies semantic information. Then, we
research why the melody of jazz music sequences is various,
resulting in the dispersive distribution in the scatter plot.
There is a statement that says “As jazz spread around the world,
it drew on national, regional, and local musical cultures, which
gave rise to different styles, and jazz is without regular meter,
beat, and formal structures” [52].

According to this case, we advise music novices to pay
attention to access jazz music because it has too many
melodies to master. If you are interested in jazz music, be
well prepared and start with a particular style of jazz music.
For music experts, summarizing the features of jazz music
and dividing them into different specific clusters are great
works and helpful for the development of jazz music.

6.2 Case 2: Semantic Change Tendency

To analyze underlying semantic change tendency and vali-
date the usability of MUSE in identifying and concluding
semantic change tendency, we introduce a case study in
analyzing semantic change tendency between the music
sequences as follows.

Identifying the underlying semantic change tendency.
As shown in Fig. 8 (left), our proposed contour is overlaid
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on the distribution view. In Fig. 8 (left), each point represents
a music sequence and the color encodings of points are
introduced in Section 6.1. Fig. 8 (right) is the enlarged
region of Fig. 8 (left). In Fig. 8 (right), the contour presents
a connection area between area-a and area-b. Most music
sequences in area-a are classical music sequences (yellow
points), while majority of music sequences in area-b are folk
music sequences (green points) (R1). Based on the above
identification, we consider a semantic change trend exists in
the connection region between area-a and area-b.

Exploring the semantic change tendency. To validate
the consideration, we apply our proposed pathfinding algo-
rithm to generate a path from area-a to area-b (R4). As shown
in Fig. 8 (right), the path contains eight music sequences
including #144, #2546, #299, #335, #1745, #2865, #3868, and
#2651. In these music sequences, #144 is the source music
sequence in area-a, while #2651 is the target music sequence
in area-b. In this path, the fill color of points introduces that
the first four music sequences are classical music sequences,
while the last music sequences are folk.

As shown in Fig. 9 (a), the node-link graph displays the
statistics of music sequences in the semantic change path
from #144 to #2651. The first four music sequences (#144,
#2546, #299, and #335) only have piano instrument semantic
features. The last four music sequences (#1745, #2865, #3868,
and #2651) have two or more instrumental semantic features
such as piano and saxophone (R3). According to the links in
Fig. 9 (a), #1745 has the lowest similarities to its neighbors
compared with other music sequences. In addition, accord-
ing to the radar plot (Fig. 9 (b)), #1745 has the lowest genre
similarities and it is dispersive with other music sequences
in the path. Is #1745 the breaking point between area-a and
area-b? To answer this question, we conduct further study
to explore the semantic change tendency from #144 to #229
and the one from #2865 to #2651 (R4).

The semantic details of these music sequences are exhib-
ited in Fig. 9 (c) (R2). The first four music sequences only
have piano semantics, while the last music sequences have
many instrumental semantic features (i.e., piano, guitar,
saxophone, and trumpet). Specifically, from #2865 to #2651,
instruments like saxophones (e.g., soprano and alto saxo-
phone) start joining the music sequence. Then, instruments
like trumpet and horn join the music sequences. Above
conclusions are easily obtained in Fig. 5 (g) and Fig. 9 (c).
However, what is the semantic change tendency from #144
to #229 with the same instrumental semantic features? To an-
swer this question, we brush the piano semantic in parallel
coordinates to access the instrument distribution from music

area-a

area-bconnection

#144

#2546

#335

#229

#1745

#2865

#3868

#2651

Fig. 8. A contour is overlaid on the distribution view considering se-
quence distance and semantic similarity (left). An enlarged region of the
left view presents a semantic change path from area-a to area-b (right).
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Fig. 9. (a) A node-link graph presents the statistics of music sequences
in the semantic change path from #144 (source) to #2651 (target). (b)
A radar plot shows that the #1745 has the lowest genre similarity in
the path. (c) A semantic details presents semantic details from #144
(source) to #2651 (target).

sequences #144 to #229 (R3 & R4). In #144, most pitches
aggregate in 65-85, and most types are the 16th, and 8th,
demonstrating the melody is high and fast. In #2546, most
pitches aggregate in 60-80, and the types start changing
to be the 8th, quarter, and few 16th. In #335, most pitches
aggregate in 55-75, and most types are eighth, quarter, and
half. In #229, most pitches aggregate in 50-70, and most types
are the eighth and quarter.

Semantic change trend from #144 to #229 is that the
rhythm of the music sequences changes to be slow, while the
pitch changes to be low. The semantic change from #1745
to #2651 in this path is that the instrument feature starts
to be abundant. Significantly, instrument semantic features
increase with an intuitive trend from #2865 to #2651. The
neighbor similarities (links in Fig. 9 (a)) and the genre sim-
ilarity (highlighted in Fig. 9 (b)) of #1745 are relatively the
lowest because its instrumental semantic feature is different
from other music sequences. As a result, #1745 plays a role
as a breaking point between area-a and area-b.

According to this case, we advise music novices to learn
music along the path from #299 to #144 to master increasing
complexity of the rhythm. However, if you are music lovers
who want to master how to perform piano in a band, we
suggest you learn #2546, #229, and #2561, which include
many instruments in the music.

7 EVALUATION

7.1 User Evaluation

7.1.1 Participants, Tasks and Procedures
To ensure an in-depth evaluation of this work, we conduct
a laboratory user evaluation. The user evaluation also aims
to find any issues and suggestions to improve the system.

Participants. We invited six participants (P1-P6) including
four males (P1, P4, P5, and P6) and two females (P2 and
P3) to perform the user evaluation. They all have different
background knowledge, and they are doing further study
in different majors as graduate students. P1-P4 have expe-
rience in visual analysis, while the major of P5 and P6 is
image processing. P1 is interested in automatic visualization
and machine learning. P2 and P6 have music background
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Fig. 10. Tasks in the evaluation and passing rates.

knowledge, and P6 is interested in parameter optimization.
P3’s research interest is video digest and visualization. P4
is experienced in the audio process and visualization. The
mean age of P1-P5 is 27, and they all are interested in music.

Tasks. We design six tasks (T1-T6) for participants to
guide them in performing the targeted analysis including
exploring hidden patterns and analyzing semantic change
trends. As shown in Fig. 10, T1-T3 are designed to guide
participants in exploring genre distribution patterns and
explaining why the jazz music sequences distribute dispers-
edly in the distribution view. T4-T6 are provided to guide
participants in analyzing semantic change trends.

Procedures. The user evaluation is divided into four steps.
At first, we introduce visual encodings and interaction
methods of MUSE to participants. Then, each participant
is asked to finish tasks by using MUSE. After finishing
tasks, we design a questionnaire to get a objective evaluation
from P1-P6. In the end, P1-P6 are allowed to operate MUSE
freely and propose any evaluations and suggestions for
us. Participants can consult us for visual encodings and
interaction methods during the evaluation anytime.

7.1.2 Result
P1-P6 cost average 31 minutes to finish the evaluation. The
longest time is 37 minutes cost by P5, and the shortest
time is 21 minutes cost by P4. To obtain a comprehensive
evaluation, we review the result of tasks and questionnaires.

Tasks’ Result. As shown in Fig. 10, participants explore
distribution patterns (T1-T3) with equal to or more than
79% accuracy. Regarding T1, three participants (P1, P3, and
P5) feel it difficult to summarize distribution patterns of
the folk and rock music sequences. P4 has a mistake in
analyzing the distribution view based on melody features.
P1 is wrong in T3 because he feels it difficult to explain the
visual result by data without hints. All the participants are
right in the semantic change analysis tasks (T4-T6). We have
recorded and analyzed the time taken by each task. In these
tasks, T3 takes the longest average time, while T4 takes the
second long average time, which indicates that participants
perform poorly on answering questions that need multiple
interactions without hints. If adding the consultation time,
T1 takes the longest average time, since participants may
not be familiar with the visual encodings and interaction
methods in the beginning.

Questionnaires’ Result. After finishing the tasks, we ask
participants to rate the system objectively. We integrate the 7
points Likert Scale in questionnaires. 1-7 scores are mapped
to strongly disagree, disagree, somewhat disagree, either agree or

6.17 

5.83 

6.33 

5.67 

6.00 

5.50 

5.83 

6.17 

Q1. I am satisfied with the system.

Q2. I feel the distribution view is intuitive.

Q3. I feel the distribution view is helpful.

Q4. I feel the semantic detail view is intuitive.

Q5. I feel the semantic detail view is helpful.

Q6. I feel the auxiliary views are intuitive.

Q7. I feel the auxiliary views are helpful.

Q8. I feel the work is helpful for analyzing 

semantic information of music sequence.

Fig. 11. Questionnaires receive an average rating greater than or equal
to 5.5 score in 7 point Likert Scale, which is encouraging.

disagree, somewhat agree, agree, and strongly agree. As shown
in Fig. 11, Q1 and Q7, which are designed for evaluating
the work, receive 6.17 (more than agree) indicating that this
work (MUSE) is helpful for analyzing semantic information
of music sequences. Q6 gets the lowest score (5.5) because
the visual clutter affects the participants’ analysis. The score
of Q3 is the highest (6.33), indicating the distribution view
is very useful. Q1, Q3, Q5, and Q8 get greater than or equal
to 6 scores (agree), demonstrating that the MUSE is helpful
in analyzing the semantic information of music sequences.

7.1.3 User Feedback

At the end of the user evaluation, we ask participants to
explore the system freely and provide any feedback and
suggestions. In summary, P1-P6 offer feedback on three
aspects including usability, visual design, and suggestions.

System Usability. MUSE receives positive feedback on the
usability in analyzing distribution patterns and semantic
change analysis. P6 says, “I am interested in music analysis,
and I think this work is useful for analyzing some features of
music.” He expresses that the contour component is very
useful in exploring distribution patterns. Participants affirm
our proposed workflow in semantic analysis of sequences.
P1 and P2 consent that the methods of MUSE can be used
in other sequence semantic analysis. P5 says, “I learn your
ideas and I would like to use these ideas in image sequence anal-
ysis.” Compared with the existing sequence visualization
system [27], [39], P2 says, “By integrating effective interactions
and visual designs, MUSE offers a more complete analysis flow
for analyzing semantic sequences than any other system I know.”
P3 considers that MUSE can do well presenting sequential
data instead of ignoring the overview presentation or details
exploration in many current works [1], [47].

Visual Design. Participants praise the visual design of
this work. Particularly, P3 says that the views in MUSE
are intuitive, which helps her finish tasks. P1 says, “Visual
encodings of the scatter plot are easy to understand, and the inter-
actions in this plot are helpful for me in finishing the tasks.” He
also expresses that the semantic change path is interesting,
and he would like to use it in his work. Our attempts that
eliminate visual clutter during displaying semantic details
receive an exciting statement, too. P4 says, “One of the worst
things is the visual clutter while designing the visualization.
Your multiple attempts are a good example for me in avoiding
the visual clutter.” Including positive feedback, participants
propose many valuable suggestions for this work, which are
summarized in the following.
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Suggestions. Participants propose many suggestions
which are worth adopting to improve this work in the fu-
ture. The most suggestion is to refine the visual encodings of
instrumental semantic information. Three participants (P1,
P4, and P5) worry that the colors encoded as instruments
are too many to recognize clearly. They suggest employing
many possible solutions such as refining the color encodings
of instruments, using multiple shapes to represent instru-
ments, and encoding instruments with textures. P3 has two
suggestions for MUSE. At first, she suggests we simplify the
interactions of MUSE. She feels the interaction methods of
the system are too many to remember completely when the
MUSE is introduced to her first time. The second suggestion
is that MUSE should equip a component to help her find
patterns and analyze semantic change trends by offering
hints such as a pattern detection model and semantic change
overview. P3 says, “I need more time to master it (MUSE).” P1
proposes a suggestion about functions of MUSE. He says,
“I want to analyze the distribution pattern based on one or many
instrument features. If the system supports this function, it will
be a more impressive work.”

7.2 Expert Evaluation
To validate the usability of MUSE for experts, we invite two
experts (E1 and E2), who are experienced in music analysis
domain, to comprehensively evaluate the MUSE. E1 is an
associate professor who has researched the music analysis,
intelligent music, lyrics auto-translation, and music genre
transition for more than ten years. E2 has researched the mu-
sic emotion analysis, music feature extraction, music genre
transition and music auto-generation for many years. E1 has
published more than thirty papers, and E2 has published
five papers in international conferences and publications. In
an informal academic report, we introduce MUSE to them
and their students for any suggestions.

MUSE receives exciting evaluations from E1 and E2.
In the music analysis domain, researchers usually analyze
music based on abstract features such as the emotion and
artistry. E1 says, “It is a good idea to comprehensively and sys-
tematically analyze the semantic information of music sequences
based on the perspective of data instead of abstract features. The
result is exciting. Analyzing music based on notes and chords may
help us gain more insights into music or validate our previous
work.” E2 says, “It is a useful work in large-scale music sequence
analysis, especially in the feature extraction of music sequences.”
A variety of effective interactions of MUSE receives their
positive evaluation, too. E1 says, “Human in-loop interactive
analysis methods can help users carry out analysis purposefully.”
In addition, experts offer an encouraging evaluation for the
pathfinding algorithm. E1 says, “Exploring semantic change
trends between different music sequences is difficult, while the
path relaxes the problem.”

E1 and E2 give us valuable advice to improve this work.
E1 suggests that we employ a more extensive dataset in
music semantic analysis. He says, “A more extensive dataset
will make this work more perfect.” In addition, he suggest
that we integrate emotion analysis in this work. Similarly,
E2 says, “Using more semantic information may improve
this work to be more comprehensive.” He suggests that
we apply the Jsymbolic [35], [36] to extract more semantic
information of music sequences.

8 DISCUSSION

The case studies and evaluation demonstrate the usability of
MUSE in semantic information analysis of music sequence.
In this work, we propose a visualization workflow that
integrates ML models and heuristic methods to analyze
temporal semantic sequences. An interactive multi-view
visual analysis system, named MUSE, is designed and im-
plemented to help users identify and explore the musical
semantic sequences. We offer insights into music by using
MUSE based on music sequences, which is valuable for
music novices and experts. Our methods present possible
implications in other domains (gene analysis and traffic
analysis) that can be summarized as sequence data model.
Nevertheless, the current work has several aspects to be
discussed and improved.

Generalization. The methods to analyze the semantic in-
formation of music sequences can be generalized to other
semantic sequences. Our proposed workflow is valuable in
many fields. In addition, the work can be generalized to
underlying sequential datasets such as the event sequences,
temporal sequences, gene sequences, protein sequences, and
so on. Extracting feature vectors and projecting them into
low dimensional space is helpful for users to dig out the
overall patterns and analyze the similarity of semantic se-
quences. If the semantic information of sequences has many
attributes such as temporal features and category labels, the
semantic details can be displayed easily like the semantic
details view. However, generalizing this work to other types
of sequence semantic analysis still needs comprehensive
improvement in the future.

Scalability. Employing a bigger dataset in MUSE will
make this work more convincing, which is suggested by
experts. MUSE is a visualization system based on the web
client. The bigger dataset leads that more visual elements
needing to be drawn in the system. However, the pixels
of the screen are limited. In our current work, we have
examined many attempts to eliminate the visual clutter
before presenting semantic details. If the data is numerous,
how to present information properly will be a problem faced
by MUSE. Another constraint is our recognition. We use
different color classes to represent instruments in different
categories in current work. We use different colors to repre-
sent the different genres. If the category information is too
many to be encoded as perceived colors, how to relax the
color encoding is a challenge. As a result, improving the
scalability of this work is essential in the future.

Uncertainty. The uncertainty caused by the defect of ML
methods cannot be avoided completely. In our proposed
workflow, we apply the ML methods to compute the fea-
ture vectors of music semantic sequences from their text
representation and project the feature vectors into 2D plane
space for analyzing the distribution patterns. During this
process, the uncertainty of the black box is included into
our work. For example, the uncertainty issue may exist in
the distribution view where the sequences gather in the
mixed area, while these sequences are completely differ-
ent. Therefore, we will conduct an improvement such as
importing intermediate correction processes or designing a
suitable hierarchical visualization to reduce the uncertainty
of machine learning methods.
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Music theory. The insights of the music offered by us just
focus on high genre, instrument, and overall features levels.
However, integrating the music theory may fascinate the
users who are interested in the music. How to detect and
represent music theory is still a problem, which is a coming
study in the future. Music theory is often represented in
notes and chords level, resulting it difficult to extract the
music theory from digital data. Integrating music theory
into our work needs a strong background knowledge of
musicology, visualization, as well as computer science.

9 CONCLUSION

This study proposes a complete visualization workflow for
interactive analysis of multidimensional sequence data that
incorporates ML models and heuristic ideas. We present an
interactive visual analysis system called MUSE, which inte-
grates distribution and semantic change analysis functions
to help users explore the semantics at the sequence level. By
applying MUSE to large-scale musical sequence data, this
work offers profound insights into music, which is valuable
for both music novices and experts.
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